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Participation and Payment:

- Table Reservation and Payment
  Following the receipt of the registration, we will send you the confirmation and invoice by email. Payment should be made by the date indicated on the invoice. The registration can only be processed once full payment is received. As the workshop may be fully booked before the registration deadline of October 16, 2018, a "first come, first pay and first served" policy applies.
- Feature Your Institution: Seminar Presentation Opportunity
  Separate 30-minute presentation sessions to highlight your institution and PhD programs are available on-site. Space and time are very limited, so early reservations are essential.

For rates and details, please refer to the Registration & Contract

Participation Guidelines:

1. Only regionally accredited academic institutions could be represented at the workshop.
2. Institutions may be represented by authorized delegates such as faculty professors, advisors, lecturers or in-house recruiters. Delegates should be qualified to introduce the PhD programs, curriculums, scholarship and all relevant admissions policies etc. to the students.
3. No third party recruiters are accepted. The PhD Workshop exclusively promotes direct delegate-to-candidate communication.
4. Only two delegates are permitted any time at one table during the workshop. If more than two delegates are expected, an additional table should be booked.

How to Register?
Visit the official website: www.phdchina.org for online registration, or complete the enclosed Registration & Contract and email to HD@fairlink.com.cn
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Why PhD Workshop China 2018?

The talent pool, tailor-made for you…

The PhD Workshop 2017 saw 1442 students in Beijing and 602 in Shanghai, setting a record high for the workshop since 2015, the year we launched Shanghai tour, reflecting the continuously growing interest from both cities. This can be attributed to the Workshop’s position as the “Talent Pool” for global institutions eyeing China for sourcing best talents.

If you are looking for overseas PhD-minded postgrads, this is where you should be; If you are looking for the best and brightest brains in the best cities of China, Beijing and Shanghai are your best pick! We are striving for the very best workshop of the kind, which is tailor-made for those looking for aspire-to-be-great Chinese PhD candidates.

One tour, two cities, quality counts!

Bearing in mind our full commitment to quality in every step of our performance and services, we get our act together to exceed our delegates’ expectations by continuous improvement throughout all aspects of our operation. The positive feedbacks we got from both delegates and students encourage us to make it better.

In 2017, 90% of delegates interviewed 10 to 100 candidates and more than 50% of delegates recruited 1 to 20 candidates at the workshop 2016.

Stay PhD-focused from the start…

Our signature iSchedule system not only helps to ensure you track and meet with the candidates of the highest quality, but also provides you with open-or-set agenda options, making your recruitment as unique and effective as possible.

In 2017, nearly 90% of candidates were year 2 and year 3 postgrads, master degree holders and PhD candidates in Beijing and Shanghai.

A new location, more offerings

In 2018, we will move to Shangri-la Hotel Beijing at the heart of China’s leading academic center – the Haidian District of Beijing, where most universities, colleges and research institutes are located. This will not only bring us closer to the target candidates in Beijing, but also offer us more spaces, more choices and more services for the workshop.

A Tale of Two Cities
— More Fresh Talents Go More Places with the Workshop…